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Make your life as a Software Developer
Software developers are made in such a way that they will not give up if they hit across a problem. They will
continue working on it over and over till they ﬁnd the solution.
Software developers are known as nerds or geeks and the mental image that everyone has is a shabbily dressed
person, tatty jeans, unkempt hair and wearing horn rimmed glasses on myopic eyes. I forgot to add the ever
hanging identity card round the neck. Try having a conversation with them and all you get is a grunt. That is an
image that is totally untrue. It is wrong to judge them by their profession. I agree that they are diﬀerent and their
profession is not something that everyone can talk over a cup of tea.
Agreeably they are doing a job that is totally desk bound. Their professional life is conﬁned to the screen and
screen only, be it a laptop or a desk top. It can be pretty boring job from where you and I are sitting but looking at
it from their eyes, they are working to make a change, be it a software they are developing or a program they are
writing.
Let’s have a look at all the video games that have been designed. Think of the joy, pride and satisfaction when
they see the ﬁnished product on the shelves of the shop. Isn’t it a good feeling thinking to yourself “I designed
that”.
Software developers are made in such a way that they will not give up if they hit across a problem. They will
continue working on it over and over till they ﬁnd the perfect solution. That in self is satisfaction enough for them.
Admittedly they work long hours, skipping meals, and having no weekends so their life is tough and creates havoc
with their social diary. They have tight deadlines to meet.
Part of their time is spent attending meetings and dealing with phone enquiries, but the major part of it involves
coding. Despite the impression that software developers are solo workers, they tend to work as a team, dealing
with other coders, discussing designing and bugs or with customers.
As a software developer, you are one of the better paid workforces in the IT ﬁeld. This gives you ﬁnancial security
as well as a better quality of life.
Being a software developer they need to keep up to date with the latest inventions and technologies. Not only that
they learn new things every day, be it from fellow colleagues, the company itself, or from the projects that they are
working on. This helps them in developing their skills and broadens their horizons even further. They work on a lot
of foreign projects too, thus increasing their project portfolio.
When a developer changes job, you can bet that his package will always be higher to the previous one.
The beauty of a software developer’s job is that the software that is used always keeps on evolving. Even if it is
discontinued, a bigger and better version will always replace it, thereby keeping the developer’s juices ﬂowing
continuously.
I believe that a developer’s job is something you need to be born with. You either have it or you don’t. If you have
it, then you will be the best in your ﬁeld because it is something you enjoy doing.
The future of developers is bright. New and modernized software is needed every day. For this reason developers
are much more in demand than they ever were.
Enough about the life of a software developer. I have yet to tell you the best bit. Did you know you don’t need a
degree or go to some fancy university to be a developer? All you need to do is attend Training Classes in
Ahmedabad at a reputed institution. One such institution is Future Technolabs, an IT Training Company in India.
You can rest assured that once you have completed your training with them, you will be in a position to land your
ideal job.
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